
 

New business journalism series on leading women in tech
in Nigeria

Ventures Africa, an online news platform and community that produces stories about an evolving Africa, has launched a
new business series, Ventures Africa BizHive. The quarterly issue will cover news analysis and discussions around
entrepreneurship, evolving business trends and innovations around Africa. Its inaugural edition explores the future of
Nigeria's tech landscape through the eyes of 10 leading women.

Each of the women that have been featured are not only driving innovation through tech, but also exemplify the belief that
women can contribute immeasurable value within the industry. They also hold leadership positions across EduTech,
FinTech, Cryptocurrency, and Software Development among others. 

"Women will play a crucial role in the future of technology. The future is female and tech won't be an exception. As more
women enter this space, you will see the norms and culture evolve and then progress," said Temie Giwa-Tubosun, founder
and CEO, LifeBank Nigeria.

Alongside other challenges, women have had to contest with policies that are seemingly created to prevent them from
having a business network. However, there are a number of companies who support women development by ensuring the
implementation of gender specific policies and programmes.

Ventures Africa spoke with Viola Llewellyn, the co-founder and President of Ovamba Solutions who shared her thoughts on

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


the 'tech' space in Africa, creating a space for, and empowering women through Ovamba, and her advice for girls looking
to create solutions to everyday problems in Africa using technology.

The issue also takes a look at some of the investments and funds raised by five different women-led startups in Nigeria,
alongside the percentage of female employees across selected firms.

Distributed by African Media Agency (AMA) On behalf Ventures Africa.

 
For more, visit: https://www.bizcommunity.com
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